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Gameplay From the player's perspective, King of the Road has both a
"Campaign" mode and a "Sandbox" mode. In the "Campaign" mode, the player

is playing as a trucker attempting to earn the largest amount of money by
completing designated truck routes. Some routes are completed automatically,
but most routes have to be completed manually. The player can earn a reward
for every kilometre driven. As soon as the truck earns enough money to buy a

truckload of goods, the trucker will be offered the chance to buy the next
truckload for a lower price. The most expensive truck that can be bought is the
Freightliner Cascadia, which costs (). The cheapest truck is a dump truck that
costs () to buy. The game is a real-time strategy game, which makes it almost

like a city-building game. The player can purchase both trucks and trailers,
either in one-day blocks of time or one truckload at a time. The most expensive
trailer that can be bought is a semi-trailer, which costs () to buy. The cheapest

trailer that can be bought is the standard trailer, which costs () to buy. After
each of the truckloads is purchased, the truck will move to its destination.

Development The game is in development since 2001. The development team
is a part of the Warsaw-based company Krapow Games, which has previously

made King of the Road: The Truck Game, King of the Road: The Car Game and
King of the Road: The Rail Game. Reception King of the Road: The Truck

Game received "favorable" reviews according to the review aggregation website
Metacritic. The game was released for Microsoft Windows, Xbox 360 and

PlayStation 3 on 30 January 2011 in the United Kingdom and on 2 February
2011 in the United States. References External links Category:2011 video

games Category:Windows games Category:Xbox 360 games
Category:PlayStation 3 games Category:PlayStation Network games

Category:Xbox 360 Live Arcade games Category:Xbox 360 Live Arcade
compilations Category:Real-time strategy video games Category:Video games

developed in Poland Category:Video games set in the United States
Category:Video games set in North America Category:Video games set in
Canada Category:Video games set in Mexico Category:Windows Phone

gamesASP
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Subscribe. Hard truck 2 gameplay from western forest to northern harbor. Hard Truck 2:
Road King. 2000. Review. Today we will look at a rather interesting and addictive
trucker simulator. In Hard Truck 2: Road King we have to take control of an old truck
and go on a journey in which we are waiting for severe trials and many enemies. Hard
Truck 2: Road King. Passage. Hard truck 2 (video). Hard truck 2 gameplay from western
forest to northern harbor. Hard Truck 2: Road King. 2000. Review. Hard truck 2 from
the western forest to the northern harbor. fffad4f19a
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